Shifting students from Consumer to Creators

Who should join:
Are you one of the students of Silver Oak Campus and do you dream to start your own company? If yes, you are most welcome to join our ChessNut Club which is one of the most vibrant Entrepreneurship Club of the Vibrant State of Gujarat.

Significance:
Entrepreneurship is a key driver of our economy. Students exposed to entrepreneurship frequently express that they have more opportunity to exercise creative freedoms, higher self esteem, and an overall greater sense of control over their own lives and the technical know-how. Hence, ChessNut Club is fostering Innovation within students and is helping them look beyond what they currently do well by identifying the great ideas of tomorrow and putting them into practice.

Exposure to:
Technology: 3D Printer, Laser Cutters, CNC Router, Vinyl Cutters, Media Technology, Arduino, Raspberry Pi and all other prototyping equipments

Entrepreneurship:
- Entrepreneurial Lecture Series/Workshops
- Various Platforms like Idea Validation Platform, Startup Services Platform and Investment Platform considering the various phases of an entrepreneur.
- Students Day Out (Students get a chance to spend time with Entrepreneurs, CEOs, Founders, Big Businessmen for a day)

- Events like ‘Startup Bootcamp’ and ‘The First Pitch’
- Games like Virtual Stock Market, Business Simulation etc.
- Organizing Startup BootCamp which will be a perfect Platform to “make ideas happen”.

Credentials:
- 5 startups already launched successfully
- 6 awards from GTU Sankul Day
- Collaboration with other various Labs such as FabLab, CiC3, GIC, OSTC, ISDN etc.

Location: C-403
For Registration:
Utkarsh Patel, Asst. Professor,
GTU Innovation Club Coordinator,
E- utkarshpatel.ec@socet.edu.in
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